Cushman & Wakefield’s XSF@home™ Survey
To address COVID-19’s impacts on the workplace, we launched the Future of Workplace Experience per Square Foot™ report, which measures employee engagement and experience. Adapted for use with employees working from home, our findings are based on 2.5M data points from over 50,000 respondents across 99 countries.

What We found
73% Want remote working policies expanded and shift to balancing office, home and third places.

75% We Are Still Working
Feel they effectively focus and collaborate

50% Personal Connections & Learning are Suffering
Struggle to connect to company culture

54% People Don’t Feel “Well”
Have a sense of wellbeing

70% Younger Generations Struggle More
Of younger generations have WFH Challenges

A Total Workplace Ecosystem
Digitization is blurring work, life and leisure as workers around the world now seek a variety of locations and experiences to drive convenience, functionality and wellbeing. Priorities around employee engagement will see organizations invest more in the ‘whole employee’ to support work from the office, home and third places.

What it means
While people will shift to balancing office, home and third places, the office will remain a critical driver of culture, learning, and personal connections.

What’s Next
We Are Still Working
75% Feel they effectively focus and collaborate
50% Struggle to connect to company culture
54% Have a sense of wellbeing
70% Of younger generations have WFH Challenges

Reimagine How and Where the World Will Work
Cushman & Wakefield is answering key real estate and employee engagement questions by leveraging data from the largest study on home working ever conducted during COVID-19. By tailoring this data-driven approach, we will get to know your people and your need to help you redefine your workplace, employee experience, and location and portfolio strategies.

Our experts are at the forefront of driving data-driven solutions that help reimagine the future of your workplace.